Misplaced

When upperclassman Trey Collins welcomes Nigel to Longwood High School, he senses
something eerie about the odd young student. Chilling visions begin to haunt Trey’s nights,
pointing to the strange newcomer and dark times ahead. Two dodgy men in sloppy suits arrive
in the small midwest town and ask questions about Nigel. Before long, the boy is missing.
Trey and his closest friends soon find themselves on a dangerous road in pursuit of Nigel and
answers they may not want to uncover.
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misplaced (comparative more misplaced, superlative most misplaced). Uncomfortable,
especially due to ones surroundings. I felt so misplaced at that party last Misplaced definition:
If you describe a feeling or action as misplaced , you are critical of it because you Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and examples.A misplaced modifier is a word, phrase, or clause
that is improperly separated from the word it modifies / describes. Because of the separation,
sentences with Definition of misplaced - incorrectly positioned, temporarily lost.Oozing
slowly across the floor, Marvin watched the salad dressing. Waiting for the Moonpie, the
candy machine began to hum loudly. Coming out of the market, Eleven New York City
landmarks have been misplaced, their current location unknown. Photographs of unclear origin
appear to show them scattered across the Synonyms Examples Word Origin. See more
synonyms on verb (used with object), mis. to put in a wrong place. to put in a place afterward
forgotten lose mislay. to place or bestow improperly, unsuitably, or unwisely: to misplace ones
trust.Lyrics to Misplaced song by Sonata Arctica: Sometimes I feel so out of time and place,
trapped in a maze As if I was lost in someone elses lifeDefinition of misplace - put (an object)
in the wrong place and so lose it temporarily, position incorrectly.Word family (noun) place
placement placing displacement replacement (adjective) displaced misplaced replaceable
(verb) place displace misplace replace.Definition of misplace written for English Language
Learners from the Merriam-Webster Learners Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage
examples, and Definition of misplace for English Language Learners. : to put (something) in
the wrong place. : to lose (something) for a short time by forgetting where you put it. : to
direct (a feeling, such as trust or confidence) toward someone or something that does not
deserve it.However, you must be careful to avoid misplaced modifiers—modifiers that are
positioned so that they appear to modify the wrong thing. Paying attention to directed towards
someone or something wrongly or in a way that does not show good judgment: misplaced
loyalty/trust. Im sorry, but your confidence in my abilities is misplaced.Misplace definition: If
you misplace something, you lose it, usually only temporarily. Meaning, pronunciation,
translations and examples.4 synonyms of misplaced from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus,
plus 6 related words, definitions, and antonyms. Find another word for misplaced.
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